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Editorial
… hear the sailors cry
Smell the sea and feel the sky
Let your soul and spirit fly
Into the mystic …

Van Morrison’s words echoed through Spiddal Church last December where we had
gathered to say goodbye to Marie Cadden, our friend and co-editor. Marie passed away

on 16 December last year. She joined the editorial team ofSkylight 47 in 2013 when Issue 3
was being produced and continued as co-editor until April 2017 when Issue 8 was launched.
What can we say but, ‘Marie, we miss you!’

Marie would have been the first to crack open the champagne this May as we celebrate the
launch ofIssue 10. We are delighted to have brought Skylight 47 this far and the current three
editors want to acknowledge the work of Susan Lindsay, one of the founding editors, who
worked on the first four issues. We also remember the work ofKevin O’Shea, another one of
our founding editors, who passed away four years ago.

Producing a bi-annual magazine on a voluntary basis takes a lot of hard work and
commitment. And it wouldn’t be possible without the support we receive from so many poets
and writers: all who submit work to the magazine, all who buy the magazine (every €5 note
you give us counts) . To all ofyou a big ‘Thank you’.

We are delighted to have Martina Evans facilitate the Masterclass in this issue. Flish
McCarthy takes on the white male poetry establishment in her piece ‘I Won’t Go back to It’
and we have reviews of three recent poetry collections, one published by Turas Press, a new
publishing house.

Limerick Writers’ Centre is put under the spotlight and the art ofNathalie El Baba, a visual
artist based in Co Clare, is showcased.

We finish by quoting from a letter written to Marie Cadden from her friend and fellow
poet Rob.

Sitting in my pew I tried to imagine where you might have sat. In the back smiling over us? Or perhaps
right smack up on the altar smiling out from there. But then it came to me that you’d found perfect seats,
in every one ofour hearts.

Ar dheis Dé go raibh a hanam dílis.

The Editors

Editors: Bernie Crawford, Ruth Quinlan & Nicki Griffin

Design and layout: Nicki Griffin

Cover image: Extract from Serenity by Nathalie El Baba

Contributor views do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe editors.

Supported by Galway County Council

Printed by Newspaper Club, Glasgow

Newspaper Club helps people to make and print their

own newspapers. Find us at www.newspaperclub.com
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______________________________________________________________________________________________
Andrea Ward has worked as a secondary teacher in Dublin and in a school for children from townships in South Africa’s Eastern Cape. Apart from articles and book reviews published in theological and education
journals, she has had poetry published in Crannóg and is a contributor to RTÉ’s Sunday Miscellany.
Anne Tannam’s collections include Tides Shifting Across My Sitting Room Floor (Salmon Poetry 2017) and Take This Life (WordsOnTheStreet 2011) . A spoken word artist, she has performed at festivals and events
around Ireland including Cúirt, Lingo and Electric Picnic. Anne is co-founder ofthe weekly Dublin Writers’ Forum and in October 2016 was writer-in-residence at Chennai Mathematical Institute in India.
Jac Shortland is a Cork woman. Her poetry has been published in a diversity of journals. She was longlisted for North West Words Poetry 2016 and Over the Edge New Writer of the Year 2017, commended for
Westport Arts Festival Poetry 2017 and shortlisted for the Fish Poetry Prize 2017. She is a regular reader at O’Bhéal open mic nights.

AndreaWard
Without Mortar

IfI must build walls
let them be like those that web
this habitat ofstone,
walls laid without mortar,
piece on fractured piece,
and honeycombed with light;
walls gateless, low enough
to straddle, loose enough
to unpick and patch again;
walls framed to clear the scraggy
pastures they enclose; walls
that meander from nowhere
in particular, that rise and
dip and peter out at no full
stop on glacier-scarred mountains
which the cuckoo claims in springtime;
walls that decry Famine, that call to heart
a broken people wedging stone 
on brutal stone for precious life;
walls bearing in their fabric
the sedimented populace 
ofancient seas – coral fingers,
shell spirals, crinoid bones;
walls through slow time dissolving
with the rain that hones
the limestone acres ofthis place
and carves out caverns channelling
particulate stone to live again at sea.

Jac Shortland
IfYouWant to KnowAbout the Homeless in Ireland ...

Don’t ask those sleeping in the doorways.
They can’t tell you the truth.
Don’t ask the staffat the shelter,
last year they saw a man turn his life around.
Last night they had to turn that man away, again.
Don’t ask the psychiatrists, the paramedics,
the parole officers, the guards.
You’ll get a burn-out answer.
 
Ask the dogs
for their share in the forensic evidence,
the chewed knots in the shoe laces,
the sup ofwater in the paper cup
and the corner ofthe damp duvet.              
Ask the dogs. They see it all.

Anne  Tannam
The Image Of
Sestina

Under the glare ofbathroom lights, lines
ofinvisible ink appear across my face
whispering to me ofmy mother.
Visual echoes hard to accept,
rivulets ofonward-marching age,
crow’s feet, a harbinger ofwhat’s to come.
 
I try to look at it from a different angle, come
to my own conclusions, read between the lines;
accede begrudgingly to the outcome ofage,
chide the ego, suggest she needs to face-
up to a reality that’s hard to accept;
I’m slowly becoming my mother.
 
How strange that first time my mother
stared at me through my passport photo, come
back to tell me what I struggle to accept;
that time, given time, eventually blurs the lines
between each generation, brings us face to face
with a truth we wrestle with, for an age,
 
until reluctant wisdom which comes with age
forces us to acquiesce, just like our mothers
before us, to the truth that stares us in the face;
a truth that for each generation comes
when we read in braille, the first fine lines
across our forehead, demanding we accept
 
the laws that govern every living thing; accept 
the passing oftime, the shift from youth to age;
accept the laws ofthe changing seasons, lines
traced in vibrant colour across our mother
earth; accept what’s gone and what’s to come;
embrace what’s etched on the full moon’s face.
 
The mirror in the bathroom, the solemn face
that contemplates my own, asks me to accept
the days, the years ahead, whatever’s yet to come;
to inhabit with grace and dignity the age
I am, each season a turn closer to my mother,
mapping her journey, following her lines.
 
Come, it’s good to see again your face,
the lines we share I willingly accept.
Age brings me closer to you, Mother.
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Art Ó Súilleabháin
Granda O’Sullivan
for a grandfather unknown

I only knew him as Michael Mickel Tom
from an old bromide taken in the kitchen
ofthe house in Cluain Broon
Tilley lamp on the same wall
as a new electricity meter,
his pulse has shaped me,
his traits draped over my form,
outlined my life with unknown facets,
                      wrought my presence from his absence
                      fashioned my thoughts, despite learning.
 
Died in February the year I was born,
part ofme that stemmed from his line,
overlooking the wild Corrib,
a vista ofopen fetches
leading to wild deep furrows,
white-topped waves ofpotential.
He wrapped my being in the dark-blue
ofstrange words and images I did not see,
                      left me with the similes oftwo languages,
                      influenced my dreams, regardless ofintent.
 
In debt to him, I gazed over rush-filled fields.
The lime-washed spring well quenched thirst,
defined desire but spelled drudgery,
daily buckets oftoting life
long distances to barn and kitchen.
I took a Boston drawl there. It drowned
hopelessly in idioms ofDooras, Dubh Ros,
oakwood steamed, blackened and moulded,
                      bent into the curve ofbarrels, conceived
                      in the air offamine, in his attempt at life.
 
Dubh Ros (pronounced: Dhoo Ross) = the black wood (oak trees)

Allis Hamilton
Sound ofa Seashell

In late afternoon sun, a hair glints
on a thread ofspider’s web.
 
In delicate turns it measures
my breath in this still room.
 
For more than a moment there is no sound
until the rasp ofa wattle bird’s call.
 
Silence, sometimes,
sounds like an ocean.

Ian C Smith
Boomerang Days

Under gums, I faced south, he faced north,
a cotton bud sky, zephyr cool.
We kicked the football back and forth,
prelude to his trip to school.
 
Water pooled around a pump,
cows watched from steaming yards,
his bag I’d shouldered crowned a stump,
cut lunch, drink bottle, football cards.
 
I heard a distant tractor start,
no bus sound yet, due half-past.
Odour ofgrass wrenching the heart,
our kick-to-kick time passed too fast.
 
We heard the bus’s engine sigh,
driver’s horn-tap, starting to slow.
Kookaburras chorused way up high,
cacophony’s echo, sun still low.
 
Parting ways I touched his hair
as he skipped aboard sparked by sport.
I bounced his ball home past our mare,
days everlasting, so I thought.    

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Art Ó Súilleabháin lives in Cornamona in Connemara. He has published a number ofbooks in Irish for children and is now working on a collection ofpoetry in English for adults. He has recently been shortlisted for
the Bridport, Ex Ophidia, Over the Edge and Words by Water literary events. He has six wonderful children Aoibhinn, Eoin, Cian, Darach, Fiachra and Art óg.
Allis Hamilton creates poetry, music and art. She lives in a hand-built shack powered by sun and candlelight. Her poems are published in Australian Poetry Journal, Poetry Review, Overland (Australia) , Southerly
(Australia) , Skylight 47, The Caterpillar, The Pickled Body, and Flightpath – an anthology about migrating birds, Hallowell Press, Western Australia; poems forthcoming from Australian Medical Journal and Eyewear.
Carolyne Van Der Meer is a Montreal writer whose poetry and prose have been published internationally. Her first book, Motherlode: A Mosaic ofDutch Wartime Experience was published by Wilfrid Laurier
University Press in 2014. A collection ofpoetry, Journeywoman, was published by Toronto-based Inanna in 2017.
Ian C Smith’s work has appeared in Antipodes, Australian Book Review, Australian Poetry Journal, Critical Survey, Poetry Salzburg Review, The Stony Thursday Book, & Two-Thirds North. His seventh book is wonder
sadness madness joy, Ginninderra (Port Adelaide) . He lives in the Gippsland Lakes area ofVictoria, Australia.

Carolyne Van DerMeer
Angels We Have Heard on High

Evening flight home, gossamer clouds as she looks out the window,
remembers long ago snooping in her mother’s underwear drawer, on the
hunt for coral lipstick, Chanel No5 decanters, silk stockings with clips
 
These things titillated, flirted with her desire for adulthood –
remembers feeling under the stack oftummy-flattening girdles,
her fingers appreciating the double French seams – and there it was
 
a black-and-white photo, a figure ofa winged angel perceptible in celestial haze,
sabotaging all notions ofany upcoming sexual awakening
when she might have reached the moment when her body became her temple –
 
alabaster feet barely touching the overlapping wisdom ofcloud cover,
the Holy Father’s stepping stones to heaven for the chosen. As ifscorched by a match,
she shoved it back under the girdles, wondered at her mother’s blinkered beliefs,
the faucet ofher sexual awakening staved offas she shut the drawer with a crash
 
all coming to her now as she pulls down the cabin blind on her flight home
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Breda Joyce grew up in Headford, Co. Galway. Her poems have appeared in recent editions ofThe Galway Review and her poem ‘The Void’ was commended in Poetry Ireland’s Poetry Project Award 2013. Her writings
have appeared in Ireland’s Own Anthology and inThe Irish Times. She is currently an MA in Creative Writing student at University College Cork.
Michael H Brownstein’s work has appeared in The Café Review, American Letters andCommentary, Skidrow Penthouse, Meridian Anthology ofContemporary Poetry, The Pacific Review, and others. He has nine poetry
chapbooks includingA Period ofTrees (Snark Press, 2004), Firestorm: A Rendering ofTorah (Camel Saloon Press, 2012) , andThe Possibility ofSky andHell (White Knuckle Press, 2013) .
Denise Ryan has been published in THE SHOp, Crannóg, and online including Lakeview International Journal ofLiterature and Arts. Her poems have been shortlisted and runner-up in competitions such as Francis
Ledwidge and Jonathan Swift. She was selected to write a series ofpoems for the National Famine Commemoration. Her first book, OfSilken Waters, was published in 2017 by Ara Pacis Publishers (USA).

Across BogbyNathalie El Baba

Nathalie El Baba was born in Beirut,
Lebanon in 1971 . During the civil war her
family moved to England. Based in Ireland
since 1990, she has been living and working
as an artist and art tutor in Co. Clare for
many years. Nathalie received her BA in
Art & Design from GMIT in 2012, and a
Certificate in Youth Arts from NUI
Maynooth in 2013. ‘My work is about
movement and connection. It is a response
to observation ofthe elements at work.’

Her website is www.creativearts.ie

Featured Artist: Nathalie El Baba

Breda Joyce
Lucia

When clocks go back, I think ofyou where darkness sits,
where apples quickly rot but are ripe with death
and fall on barren soil in a silent earth.
Your name’s before me when the candle’s lit.
 
I never imagined someone so small, so intimate,
would bleed out without having taken one breath.
I was Demeter pleading with Hades to rebirth
the dreams I had for you in your Moses basket.
 
In November along the gable wall colour crawls
and tendrils weave a tapestry oftangerine.
You glide, and fallen leaves become your wings.
 
We planted a tree to remember you that Fall,
named it Liquidambar. It would grow in the spaces between
your sisters, measuring their years in the loops ofyour rings.

Michael H Brownstein
HowPearls Are Formed

the light ofwisdom, a pearl,
moonlit in the salt water pond, oysters
freeing themselves from stony homes
floating within underwater winds
to the surface to swallow the moon
 
there are seams within the clasp ofshell,
tiny burrs and pebbles, unlikely injuries,
and the burn ofswallowed moonlight
until they, like me, cover every internal wound
with the bright luster ofa moonlit pearl 

Denise Ryan
Rebirth

When you step through the fog
I will be with you,
to cut the cord ofblue hyacinths
growing from your navel.
Your old selfwill fall
like a sack ofblack talc around your feet.
I will sweep it under a rug ofechoes,  
dissolving into a chasm ofmoths.
 
When the new world oils its rusty old hinges
I will be with you,
counting the windows offruit
maturing in your dry eyes.
And a yellow ruler oflight
will measure your firm jaw.
I will chase the gangly legs ofthe past
into the bullet holes ofold moons.
 
I won’t break into sound,
I’ll hold the cool blue silence
close to my chest.
For this is a new birth,
renewal ofthe undead
where you do all the pushing.
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______________________________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas McGaughey is an actor. He has work forthcoming in Dusk (Solstice Shorts 2017) , The Poetry Shed, Envoi, Poetry SalzburgReview, PopshotMagazine, HCEveryone and Sarasvati.
Maurice Devitt was winner of the 2015 Trócaire/Poetry Ireland Competition and has been runner-up or shortlisted in Listowel, Cúirt, Patrick Kavanagh, Interpreter’s House and Cork Literary Review. He is a poet of
international breadth, having had poems published in the UK, US, India, Romania, Australia and Mexico, and has a debut collection upcoming from Doire Press in 2018.

Nicholas McGaughey
Seithenyn

never graduated to children
or anything beyond crosswords.
55, sour, before his failures,
a convict ofhimselfin a Colditz-coat.
He’d infuriate a saint!
 
A newsprint shrine in the early house
retells the myth ofhis shrivelled fame.
Here, he’d glower over broadsheets
and beer, smoke cigars like cigarettes,
nothing to celebrate …
but a wife, lost
to the leech ofhis self-absorption
and the fallopian clock.
 

S o Long, Calypso from Turas Press is Liz
McSkeane’s third collection of poetry, a fact

reflected in the calm certainty of the content, both
in terms of tone, which is resolutely positive, and
form, most often taking the shape of stichic
sonnets, flawlessly rhymed and confidently asserting
themselves against the white space.

The exotic cover photograph seems to playfully
echo the Calypso of the title and it is initially not
surprising that so many of the poems are travel-
themed or ‘poems of place’. However, the title
poem, cleverly positioned as the last in the
collection, opens up the more tantalising image of
Calypso as mythological nymph and the speaker as
Odysseus, vacillating between reflections on a life
well-lived and the temptation of missed
opportunities, a shared pivot point for every reader
and a retrospective thread for the collection.

Five poems, set at intervals through the book and
based on the adventures of Angela, serve to anchor
the collection. Each a vignette describing the
practical problems of growing old – falling, a new
walking frame, emptying the commode – and told
with McSkeane’s dark humour and matter-of-fact
tone, as, in the opening lines of ‘Angela Wonders
About Emptying the Commode’, she posits, ‘It’s not
the sort of thing you can ask / just anyone to do’,
while ‘Angela, Gazing at the Stars’ opens with the
lyrical image, ‘It’s after midnight. Angela can see /
the Milky Way’ and immediately darkens with, ‘It
wasn’t a bad fall’. The poems balance humour and
vulnerability, shifting the reader from retrospection
to live observation and, though they deal with a
serious topic, are infused with a positivity and ‘can-

do’ attitude.
For McSkeane there is always ‘a bright white

mark / that shows the way to journey’s end’ (‘The
Old Road to Cork’) , and so many ofher poems end
with a positive, pragmatic outlook: a ‘Storm’ is ‘no
more than enough to remind / you, this is what it is
to be alive’, and even in the historical account of
‘Thermopylae’ the closing line is, ‘Wait. No
surrender. Now. They shall not pass’.

McSkeane engages the reader directly, through
her use of conversational language and a universal
‘you’, as in ‘Arguing with Arithmetic’ which opens
with a slice of childhood vernacular, ‘Think of a
number. Double it’ or in ‘Flight Taken’, the shiver of
‘turbulence reminds you, you’re supposed / to be
afraid’. Her language is supplemented with a simple,
incontrovertible logic and natural rhythm, both
serving to lead the reader seamlessly through the
most complex of theories, as in ‘Orbital Mechanics’,
the most dogged of processes, as in ‘Root’ and, in
the longest poem of the collection, ‘Visiting
Monuments’, the trials and tribulations of the
accidental tourist. Essentially a short story in poetic
form, it is compelling. The language and
clause/sentence structure create an easy
momentum, as the description of a quotidian event
is interleaved with ruminations on history,
bureaucracy, group psychology and, ultimately, the
poignancy ofloss.

The idea of memory as loss registers strongly in
McSkeane’s travel poems, as voiced by ‘Lot’s Wife’,
who realises that ‘it’s not possible / to leave without
taking a moment first / to look around’, while
mistily reminiscing, ‘we were happy here once, /

were we not?’   But, darkness is always tempered
with hope, just as the stark beauty of ‘Assumption
Day, Inch Strand’ closes with ‘they say in southern
California / people miss the seasons most ofall’ and
‘Finding the Waves at Dún Chaoin’ encourages us,
‘when the next wave knocks you down, just let it ’.

McSkeane naturally reserves her most personal
reflections for her home town of Glasgow:
‘Tenement’ tells how the city has been changed by
gentrification; in ‘Glasgow Central’ the insistence
of travel and place is conveyed through the
metronomic repetition of carriage announcements,
and, in ‘Kelvingrove’, McSkeane, (I suspect
returning to Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum
after its significant refurbishment in 2006),
provides a thought that seems to hold the key to
Odysseus’s dilemma. The poem opens with the
assertive statement, ‘It is an eternal present’, and
closes with the lines:

You can’t go back.
You don’t need to, it’s there,
all there.

It is an eternal present.

This serves to remind us that though we carry the
past with us, it should not hold us back and we
should always be looking forward to the next
opportunity. With this thought, and in this
collection, Liz McSkeane has proffered us a gift.

Turas Press 2017

____________________________________________________________________________________________

An Eternal Present
A Review of So Long, Calypso by Liz McSkeane

Maurice Devitt

With his skinned head like
the big cock that he was,
his time was called. Careless,  
his heart burst its banks and drowned
in the meadows ofhis childhood.
 
The bells are ringing out
under bubbles ofmalt and barley.
ClosingTime Seithenyn!
Tolls the steeple.
A black car comes.
No people.

Seithenyn was a legendary drinker in Welsh mythology who because ofhis pissedness allowed
the town ofCante’r Gwaelod to drown. The bells ofthe church can still be heard today.
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Phillip Crymble
Last ofthe Colour
for your grandfather

It’s cold in late November, not at all the kind ofweather,
no, not at all how I remember
 
meeting him. Plant lice on his prize tomatoes. Those lost
and leafless trees he painted –
 
woodland cedars, birches, maples – every one a dream
he dreamed offire depleted.  
 
Washed-out whites, a field ofgreen, the palette-knife
to bring reliefto earth tones.  
 
And the trees in blackened aubergine – their branches
nerve-end arteries flash-frozen –
 
windfall limbs and leaves – persimmon mixed
with orange peel. It’s summer
 
in my memory – tent-caterpillars in the trees – out back
the blowtorch whispering.

Prabakar T Rajan
Storm
A letter from India to Gerard Manley Hopkins

I find my street is felled
today, unleaved
and broken-boughed. Lame
in its wake I reel, wobbling
bibulous. I see a broken-waisted child
hold up her smile to sweeten me.
I stop to buy her ware.
 
The rice fields nod above the slush where egrets plod
lancing worms. A leathery palm
creaks in the broken breeze.
 
It’s always some burnt offering that buys felicity.
And you, you paid the price.
You became that battered hive
That crocodiles us to joy.
 
At first a dolphin glads a rippling moon.
And then, mid-arc, it sprouts wings like a crane.
And thus your cruciate parables tilt the dark monsoon
to crashing jubilation spilt as rain.

Glenn Hubbard
Granddaughter’s 70-YearWait Comes to an End

She’d always known they were here.
So loved, so missed and now found!
Grandfather and the schoolmaster, Raúl.
Sixty years together under the ground.
 
She remembers how they’d set offat dawn
on good days, how the dogs would be dancing 
around them. Hair speckled with chaff,
burrs clinging to clothes, they’d come home
smelling ofwild thyme and tobacco,
tell tales over strong red wine,
pluck the plump partridges for the pot.
 
She stands shivering or maybe shaking,
shawl wrapped around thin shoulders.
And she waits. As they have waited. As the shovels
undo what was done, the soil not resisting,
as they did, til laid low by a blow from a rifle butt.
Then into a lorry, flung onto loose straw,
the blood and faeces ofslaughtered beasts.
 
Indoors, she sat shaking. Screamed
that she wanted to follow. But Mother said no.
Knew what could happen to witnesses.
So she got up, walked around, singing softly.
Time passed. Two shots in the dark. Time passed.
There’s the lorry below on the road! Hear that singing?
Then silence. Only the scops owl had something to say.
 
And now this day. Waiting and watching.
Hope and sadness here hand in hand.
Til she sees and half-shouts ‘There they are!’
They had placed one on top ofthe other:
the last cast aspersion. But she has a different version:
the love between two good men, noble, generous and kind
has found a fitting expression: the two ofthem so closely entwined.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Phillip Crymble’s poems have appeared in Oxford Poetry, Magma, The Stinging Fly, Poetry Ireland Review, The Salt Anthology ofNewWriting 2013, The North, The Forward Book ofPoetry 2017, and elsewhere. Not
Even Laughter, his first full-length collection, was published by Salmon Poetry in 2015.
Prabakar T Rajan (aka Prabakar Thyagarajan) is a poet and physician who divides his time between Chennai, India, and Boston, Massachusetts. His poems have appeared in the Boston Globe, Icon, Open Space (India) ,
and Bluslate. He loves Rembrandt’s self-portraits, and the poems ofGerard Manley Hopkins.
ConorMcBrierty is a teacher, photographer, sound engineer, scribbler and maker ofthings. He was born in Belfast in 1964. He lived in England for a few years before moving to Galway in 1996. He lives in Connemara
with his family.
Glenn Hubbard has lived in Madrid for thirty years and has been writing poems since 2012. Though fluent in Spanish, he is poetic only in English. He has had poems published in a number ofmagazines, both printed
and online. Recent inspiration includes listening to Basil Bunting readingBriggflatts.

ConorMcBrierty
Crucifixion

Jesus hangs on the wall
between the fridge and the phone.
His holy cross lamp is dark,
cable dangling,
swapped for an answering machine.
He died for sins such as this.
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Setanta Landers is originally from Killarney, Co. Kerry. Her mother was a primary school teacher and her father was from Tralee. They met in Boston and travelled the US for a number ofyears before relocating back
to Ireland in the 80s. She was raised in Killarney and rebelled against her hippy parents to become a solicitor. She has not previously submitted any work for publication.
John D Kelly’s work has appeared in various literary publications including Poetry Ireland Review, Magma, The Honest Ulsterman, O’Bhéal FiveWords, The Stony Thursday Book, Boyne Berries and Fish. He was highly
commended in Patrick Kavanagh 2016, awarded joint Silver in Dermot Healy Poetry Prize in both 2015 and 2014, and first prize in Hungry Hill competition in 2014.

Setanta Landers
Offerings

A stranger called and sat in our sitting room and drank tea.
He asked questions about my father
whilst he lay in his coffin beside us.
 
We did not point to the offerings around the house that would have shown his
character.
 
The jar ofmarbles and the catapult by the window
for accurate snipings on barking dogs.
The brass pipe and Moroccan hash on the shelf
partook for pleasure and later for the pain.
 
The clean pitch and putt clubs and dusty trophies,
the unfinished joke book, abandoned punchlines impotent without his charms.
 
The biscuit tins oftrinkets. Ofdart shafts and flights, dead batteries, lost shillings
and precious coins he hoarded for sentimental reasons.
 
We didn’t produce family albums,
pictures ofmemories, singing in the car, while Tayto-flaked ice cream melted in
our laps as we sang the chorus.
 
We wouldn’t speak ill ofthe dead.
Or the burdens we carried in our hearts,
ofrages and stubbornness,
oftempers and alcohol
till he mellowed from the pipe.
 
We spoke instead in circles.
In clichés and banal generalities
unable to express adequately the booming laughs that followed him, or the pain
that we couldn’t.
 
So we boxed him up and posted him to the Cathedral.
My sister sang like an angel and made me cry,
and the stranger gave the homily.

John D Kelly
A Soft Border

I only called in for one
but the craic won me
 
over. Lights now flicker
well after hours.
Last orders are called.
 
The friendly barman
tells me to look out for them
on my way back from ‘Euro-
land’, across fields,
across jurisdictions,
en route to my campsite.
 
He says there is still
a ‘soft green border’
between them: a fence-
less, hedge-less, running-
stitch ofhyphens
visible only on a map.
 
With my heavy rucksack
on, I set off– off-road –
in a stagger. I see them
from a long way off
in the centre ofa big field
in ‘the wee small hours’.
 
I look askance at them.
 
They look so alike: like
massive, wild, dark-haired
identical twins, or lungs
conspiring side by side:
 
two ancient Irish oaks
distanced by almost fifty
feet, yet strangely tied.
 
The old, gnarled, almost-
healed, eccentrically pruned
extremities are almost
 
touching. They say that no new
growth will be allowed this year
 
or next. My unfocused eyes
see cruelly severed limbs
blur in a fine mist, silvered
by a sterling full moon.
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William Conelly is American by birth, now a dual citizen with the UK and currently residing in Qatar while his wife finishes up a medical consulting contract. The Able Muse Press brought out a collection ofhis verse
in 2014 titledUncontestedGrounds and it may be reviewed on their website or via Amazon. He returns to a small townhouse in Warwickshire and, with the kids grown, is looking forward to settling in again.
Craig Dobson has had poems published in The London Magazine, The North, The Rialto, Agenda, Stand, New Welsh Review, Poetry Ireland Review, Under the Radar, Orbis, Butcher’s Dog, The Interpreter’s House,
Poetry SalzburgReview, The Frogmore Papers, Two Thirds North magazine, andThe Boscombe Revolution and BadKidCatullus pamphlets. He has also had a poem featured on the Poetry Daily website.
Anne Irwin lives in Galway. She is a homeopath. Her work has been published in many magazines including Skylight 47, ROPES, Irish Left Review, Galway Literary Review, The Sea, Emerge Literary Review, High
Window, Boyne Berries. She read her work at Over the Edge 2012 and 2016, Northwest Words 2011 and 2015, An Béal Binn festival, Erris 2014, O’Bhéal Cork 2016.
Christine Valters Paintner is an American poet and writer living in Galway, Ireland. She has had poems published in The Galway Review, Boyne Berries, Headstuff, Skylight 47, Crannóg, North West Words, Spiritus
Journal, Tiferet, Anchor, Presence, ARTS, U.S. Catholic, and Artis Natura. Her first collection, Dreaming ofStones, will be published by Paraclete Press in 2019.

William Conelly
An Epitaph
                                                                  decades after World War II
and the US Army-Air Corps

 
It seems a garden name ‘writ small’
– in twilight barely writ at all –
although he toiled his little days,
earned modicums ofwage and praise,
financed a home, kept child and wife –
 
deprived no other man oflife.
Or so we thought when growing up,
in lands beyond the bombers’ drone … 
the cities blown to dust and bone,
the powdered cultures snowing up.  
                                             
What’s his name now?  A seed to sow
on blasted landscapes we shan’t know?
A spider’s line cast from the dead
so readers catch a sticky thread
and contemplate their little lives?
 
A swallow tips the wind and dives
for insects on the temperate air.    
How like an ardent bird he flew
the horrid gusts that wartime blew –
and kept the ruin his affair.

Craig Dobson
The Mixed Holding FarmerMakes a Loss

He who was to vouchsafe my dreams
went away with another man.
A hard frost has killed everything.
Beasts decorate the morning air
with prophecies ofbreath that tell
ofnothing staying. Make your peace
with impermanence, the cockerel shrieks
across an insecure farmyard.

The harvest’s in and stored.
We did that. Would’ve ploughed
these whitened stalks back in
with next year’s seed.
I stumble between them now,
one more unwelcome weed.

From the topmost field I can see
where the valley folds away, over
the road he took that day, running from me
to they. The hedgerow here bows its life
to the bullying wind. Bow, it whispers, pray.
Broken-backed, desperate, it’s begging me to stay.

Christine Valters Paintner
St Kevin Holds Open His Hand

Imagine being like Kevin,
your grasping fist softens,
fingers uncurl and
palms open, rest upward,
and the blackbird
weaves twigs and straw and bits ofstring
in the begging bowl ofyour hand,
you feel the delicate weight of
speckled blue orbs descend,
and her feathered warmth
settling in for a while.
 
How many days can you stay,
        open,

waiting
for the shell
to fissure and crack,
awaiting the slow emergence
oftiny gaping mouths
and slick wings
that need time to strengthen?
 
Are you willing to wait and watch?
To not withdraw your
affections too soon?
Can you fall in love with the
exquisite ache in your arms
knowing the hatching it holds?
 
Can you stay not knowing
how broad those wings will
become, or how they will fly
awkwardly at first,
then soar above you
 
until you have become the sky
and all that remains is 
your tiny shadow
swooping across the earth.

Anne Irwin
Brides ofChrist

In those days when churches
were built by the pennies ofthe poor
and gold shone on altars
people kissed the bishop’s ring
 
and priests beat purity
into towns and villages
sold heaven for the virtue ofpoverty
and a few bob for themselves.
 
In those days too, while  families
swept away their ‘fallen’ girls,
boys rollicked at the crossroads.
All was clean and pure.
 
And the Brides ofChrist,
secretive and obedient
who denied their flesh, 
mopped up the collateral
 
and bishops, looking towards heaven,
say they knew nothing ofthe bodies
found in discarded sewers
or the babies sold to America.
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Julian Flanagan’s poems have appeared in assorted magazines and sites, including Ambit, Brittle Star, Envoi, Ink, Sweat and Tears, The Interpreter's House, Lighthouse, The Manchester Review, Orbis, The Reader and
Seam. In October 2017 his first collection, Cookingwith Cancer, was published by Mica Press.
Stefano Paparo is a new writer. He lives in Portland, Oregon.
Ruth Quinlan lives in Salthill, Galway. She won the 2018 Galway University Hospitals Arts Trust - Poems for Patience competition, the 2014 Over the Edge New Writer of the Year Award and the 2012 Hennessy
Literary Award for First Fiction. She was shortlisted or runner-up for other competitions like Cúirt New Writing, Francis Ledwidge Poetry Awards, and Doolin Writers’ Weekend.

As a founding member ofHaiku Ireland and the
author of three previous haiku collections (the

first in collaboration with Kim Richardson in
2005) , O’Sullivan is an experienced hand when it
comes to the haiku form. Elsewhere, her current
collection published by Alba Publishing in late
2017, takes an interesting approach, combining
haiku, haibun and poetry. Split into four parts, the
collection chronicles deeply personal experiences in
Ireland as well as travels overseas under the broad
divisions of Home, West, East and finishing with a
return to Home in the final envoi.

Haiku lends itself surprisingly well to capturing a
journey, particularly when handled as deftly as
O’Sullivan has here, ensuring that not only the
mind’s eye is given a feast, but all senses. Images,
tastes, smells and sounds are captured in vivid detail
to make the sections spent abroad in particular feel
truly immersive. They allow us to follow O’Sullivan
around the globe, experiencing each location as her
virtual travel companion.

We begin at home with the tastes and smells in
‘Dublin’, where we get the ‘first-ever taste / of
persimmon – / Brigid’s Day’ and ‘from the shrub /
to the ice-cream bowl … / lemon verbena’. These
prelude the later experiences of more exotic
locations. Spain in ‘Slow Camino’: ‘eucalyptus trees
/ in various stages of stripping – / their scent!’ and
the United States in ‘Southern California’: ‘Palm
Sunday: / a hummingbird drinks his fill / of
sugared water’ and ‘scent of a lemon just released
from its tree’. O’Sullivan draws from a painter’s
palette when creating images, with colours used to

great effect. In ‘Outside the Pale’, we see a ‘grey day
/ poppies not quite ready / to burst red’ and
‘hunter’s moon      fat pink fuchsias still in flower’. In
‘Peru’: ‘Chinchero – / a yellow butterfly heads
north / towards the noonday sun’ and even further
afield, in ‘Galápagos Islands’: ‘morning excursion –
/ the head ofa sea turtle / pops up out ofblue’.

The haibun in the West and East sections add
additional context and brief anecdotes to further
enrich the reader’s experience of wandering
alongside the poet. In fact, the interweaving of the
prose worked well to break up the haiku rhythms.
These rhythms can become staccato after a period
of reading, accentuated with the frequent use of
ellipses, colons and dashes. The poetry, scattered
throughout each section, also serves to provide
variety to the reader, but there is a reliance on
repetition as a device which can be strained at times
– for example, the use of the word ‘connect’ in
every second line of ‘Scenes from Ecuador & Peru’.
Where this is abandoned, like in ‘Thinking about
Our Bodies at the Rodin Museum’, the subject
matter (here, the sensuality of the statues and our
own bodies) is allowed come to the fore without
distraction, and the poems are all the stronger for it.

Emotional resonance, which seems to be largely
avoided later on in the collection (the poetry,
haibun, and haiku concentrating more on external
observations) , is at its peak at the beginning of the
collection when the poet handles the loss of core
family members. ‘Closure’ touches on her mother’s
passing, with their physical connection distilled
into one immensely evocative haiku: ‘her bony back

/ against my palm – /Mother’s Day’. There is almost
a conscious distancing evident here, a restraint of
expression that is all the more powerful for being
reined in.

O’Sullivan displays a slightly dark sense of
humour, a useful tool when grappling with the
tragic, but often mundane details of death. For
example, in ‘Funeral Season’, a ‘monk reaches inside
his robes / to silence his phone’. There is also a
playful irreverence, starting with ‘Apples and
Oranges’ where a Loreto nun disapproves of her
‘eating an orange in public’ as a child. ‘Dateline
Quito’ describes a ‘very large American gentleman’
boasting that he and his wife did the Machu Picchu
trip for half the price five years ago: ‘He brandishes
the word “wife” like a Jedi sword.’ In ‘Japan’, the
heated toilet seat brings back ‘memories of growing
up / in a large family’, an observation which made
me laugh out loud. Nothing is so sacred that it
cannot take a gentle jibe or two, as shown in
‘Colombia’, where Botero’s bronze nudes have ‘eyes
identical / to their nipples’ and in ‘New Delhi’,
‘pictures ofvarious gods / at pissing level’.

Far-reaching in both subject matter and location,
Elsewhere has much to offer the reader. However, it
is of perhaps particular interest to those who, like
O’Sullivan, revel in the experiences of travelling
abroad. It provides a far more captivating travelogue
than any mere photo album could.  

Alba Publishing 2017

____________________________________________________________________________________________

An Odyssey of the Senses
A Review of Elsewhere by Maeve O’Sullivan

Ruth Quinlan

Julian Flanagan
Retiring

Somewhere under the lolling grass
in this cart-wide coppice
is Dobb Lane, a Saxon purpose.
 
But now a harrow
quilts the ground with rust,
a trailer dissolves to crumbs
 
and as I jog, middle distance oaks
head the rising sun, one to another,
trying to keep it in play.

Stefano Paparo
American Places

after school I saw two kids
in the old car lot
pull apart a dead seagull
I wanted to keep walking but
between the two kids            tiny
white houses sprouted
from gull organs in the gravel
    a nearby tyre flocked with
    cartilage grew a hillside
    covered in snow
          where are
                        all the people          I asked one kid     
                        at work                            she said     
      pointing to a slightly bigger town
      rigid beneath a heap ofrusted
      barbed wire
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Mary Lee
SunnyDay

You saunter aimlessly
at the sea’s rimmed mystery:
flow, ebb, alteration,
tranquillity.
 
Fear with freedom treads   
on the strand of
thresholds; silver shells,
white webs on the shingle
 
mingle with the sky’s
image on ocean’s edge –
each new cloud says
you have seen, been
 
seen, and nothing is ever
as it seems – your reflection
a wordless moment, mirror
oflight – the dance oflight-beams.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mary Lee’s poems have appeared in Skylight 47; Crannóg; Orbis; The Linnet’s Wings; The Galway Review; Spirituality; The Poet’s Quest for God (anthology, Eyewear Publishing, UK); Poems for Patience Competition;
The Furrow, etc. Her work has been broadcast on RTÉ Radio 1 , A Living Word. Her debut poetry collection, Bloom, was published by Rejoice Publications, 2016.
Eamonn Lynskey is a Dublin poet whose work has appeared in many leading magazines and journals, including Skylight 47. He was a finalist in both the Hennessy Awards and the Strokestown International Poetry
Competition. His third poetry collection, It’s Time, was published by Salmon Poetry in May 2017.
Sacha Hutchinson is an eye doctor working in Galway. She has a BA in fine art. She paints and illustrates. She recently started writing poetry, wanting to combine the visual image with words or words with the visual
image.

Winter’s Light by Nathalie El Baba

Sacha Hutchinson
Sea Swimming

I used to watch the women
Come for morning coffee,
Even in the winter,
Hair wet, animated
A shared experience,
A tribe ofsea swimmers.
Too young then
Still busy with children,
Now it’s time to try.
 
A winter’s morning,
The sky soft blue with milky edges,
The sea deceptively inviting,
Clothes peeled offquick,
Swimsuit on even quicker,
Feet hurt on cold concrete,
Tentative steps
Through puddles and slime.
Down the metal ladder
Chipped and rusty,
Flat reflective blue ahead,
A curious seagull twists and angles,
Pain and numbness
From dipping toe
Through submerging body,
I breath seaweed and salt,
The sea surrounds,
 
Subsumed by blue,
A primitive belonging,
Three strokes and out.
 
‘Eight degrees’ he tells me,
A warm afterglow,
All experiences sharpened,
The brain clear like ice crystals.
 
I will do this again tomorrow.

Eamonn Lynskey
Prayer

Is there any way to claim back times
when I was only technically living?
Hours accumulated in waiting rooms
with nothing but golfmagazines for company?
A celestial credit note perhaps, for life
spent on those endless odysseys around
the hinterlands ofhousing estates before
the bus route finally reached my stop?
 
And all the wasted ages hunting car keys,
overdue library books, TV remote,
that other sock, the passport left in a place
where I would definitely find it next time.
Couldn’t. Surely I am due a discount
for those phone calls kept me holding, trapped
inside interminable manglings ofMozart?
I beseech you, Lord, please hear my prayer.
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Born in Birkenhead, UK, John Paul Davies has had work published in Crannóg, Grain, Rosebud, QULiterary Magazine, Honest Ulsterman, The Manchester Review, The Frogmore Papers and Orbis. He was winner of
the 2016 RTÉ Guide/Penguin Ireland Short Story Competition, and was placed second in the Waterford Poetry Prize 2017.
Louise G Cole was winner of the 2018 Hennessy Award for Emerging Poetry. She won the 2017 Strokestown Poetry Festival Roscommon Poets’ Prize, and has been published in Crannóg, Skylight 47, Ropes, The Irish
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Kevin Higgins’s Song ofSongs 2.0: New & Selected Poems was published in 2017 by Salmon. The StingingFly magazine has described Kevin as ‘likely the most read living poet in Ireland’. His poems have been quoted in
The Daily Telegraph, The Times (UK), The Independent, The Daily Mirror, and on ‘Tonight With Vincent Browne’.
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John Paul Davies
Riga

Killing a hungover hour in the drizzle
ofan Old Town walking tour,
the guide points out a chapel wall:
 
two monks sealed themselves in –
could reach them with food on a long branch,
pour water to their offered mouth.
 
A festival day, faces pass by
bearing flags; flame in lanterns
glowing hearts through the rain.
 
Silence they took on,
the rhythm ofdays;
the moon disturbed their blood.
 
The rain and the mist from the rain ruin time.
The procession dissolves in a flutter of jester rags,
drowsy as butterflies, confusing the street in colour.
 
They took on the seasons, dreamed longer
to make themselves saints;
it was warm in the cell in summer.
 
From the bar opposite, I keep vigil vaguely
as another shot ofbalsam floods the vein,
feeling there must be simpler ways;
 
though I can almost see
a sallow face in a spear oflight,
flap ofcowl caught on gold grate.

Louise G Cole
I Could Have Been Michelangelo’s Nose Hair

During home truths and post-coital navel-gazing you say
I should understand that all there has ever been, is now,
will be forever, meaning we’ve already lived, will live again,
but not that we can remember or predict. It blows my mind
to think ofwhat I am now, what I could eventually become,
or might have been: Michelangelo’s nose hair, Hitler’s first
moustache, fingers pressing the final apocalyptic button,
Marilyn Monroe’s moist lips, my grandchildren’s liver spots,
pus in a trench poet’s gangrene leg, scabs on a plague rat,
entrails on a medieval butcher’s block, Queen Vic’s vomit –
Horse shit, you interrupt loudly, you’ll always, always be
a steaming pile ofhorse shit. But you smile as you say it.

Kevin Higgins
MyView ofThings
after Edwin Morgan

What I love about lateness is the hope
I might get to slip offhome before you turn up.
What I hate about punctuality is always getting there
in time to chat before you leave.
What I love about angle-closure glaucoma
is not seeing you
when you’re standing right in front ofme.
What I hate about comebacks
is the possibility you’ll have one.
What I love about impotence is the sight
ofyou jiggling your bits at me in the hope I might
review your book/pretend to like your poetry/remember
your name, and it having no effect whatsoever.
What I love about my chronic lung condition
is the hours ofenforced sleep during which I can dream
ofa world in which I’ve never heard ofyou.
What I love about going slowly deaf
is not being able to hear the television.
What I love about nuclear holocaust
is the TV studio, in which those three men
are agreeing with each other, will no longer exist.
What I love about Crohn’s disease
is the hours I spend on the toilet,
during which I miss comedy panel shows
in which Alan Davies talks to Alan Davies
about Alan Davies. What I love about your likeable face
is my ability, most days, to see past it.
What I hate about you wondering why Trump won
is your failure to look in the mirror.
What I love about memory is remembering
your rhetorical question:
How many Palestinian publishers are there?
What I love about dementia is the chance to forget
you once, very briefly, existed.

David Butler
Poultry Sonnet

Ludicrous, the bustle;
the pneumatic cluck; the
wattle’s wobble; the
clockwork strut and
fitful side-glance in
stop-frame animation.
Harder, to consider
these feather-duster
cocks-of-the-roost are
terrible as dinosaurs
to the earthworm’s nudity
writhing as on a hot-plate.
Change but the scale:
dreadful are the paltry.
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Brian Kirk
Forgetting

There is a general peace, a modest contentment
with things that could be mistaken for fatigue.
I can ignore how joints grow stiffand noisy
when I bend, how muscles ache, how eyes
take on a pinkish hue and body shrinks
into itself. I’m amazed by photographs
ofchildren now grown up; the mind folds
decades in moments ofcompressed memory.
I no longer see myselfthe way I am, the way
I’ve grown up and old in seeming days.
I cannot see a boy but I am looking at
an old man near his end, imagining his children
lowering his wasted body into the hole
and, inch by inch, forgetting how he lived.

Gavan Duffy
Consolations

There are fresh cuts on my father’s fingers,
we watch them burrow under
and lift a slice ofapple pie,
the pastry tears where the knife failed to reach.
He rolls it into a sloppy cone, bites away
its harmless point.
 
He seems to forget then
the remainder still in his hand.
His lips stop moving,
his eyes seem puzzled
by the empty space they view.
 
This time we are old enough
to offer consolations,
my mother has briefed us,
but still no one says a word.
 
We had barely known his sister,
I remembered her shyness,
how she greeted us by raising her arm
and wriggling her fingers,
as ifshe were hoping
to hide behind her own hand.
 
The seconds fall and gather,
like coins counted into a bag.
 
I wonder what my father remembers,
wonder is he craving the past?
I try to read his face,
like as a young child
I had put stories to the pictures
on the covers ofhis books.
But find instead I look more
to my mother who waits behind him,
one hand on the back ofhis chair,
the index finger ofthe other
pressed to her lips,
like a pen left on the page,
to hide what it has just written.

Noel King
HarvestingHay

nostrils still hold it
all I need do
is close my eyes

DG Geis
Weatherman

For years we’ve watched him age.
For years, the same channel,
 
the same spaghetti bowl ofadvancing fronts,
same patient pointing, and hurricaned hair.
 
All the tropical depressions
that segued into killer storms.
 
Or lake effect snows bearing down
on hibernating Yankees.
 
The explanation is always
at his fingertips.
 
But now with darkening clouds       
gathering over the heartland ofhis pancreas,
 
the climate has changed.
His bespoke suits hang looser
 
and the fire in his eyes
has begun to smoke.
 
Like the smog drifting now
from Northern Mexico into Texas,
 
ash from fields burned
to raze the last harvest.
 
And the wind howling like Little Richard
across the Trans-Pecos,
 
broadcasting that there’s a weatherman in Houston
who’s finally decided
 
to do something about the weather.
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Maeve Bradley is a retired nurse and lives in West Limerick near where she was born. She attends the poetry workshop in the Limerick Writers’ Centre as regularly as possible. This is an excellent resource run by the
very dedicated director, Dominic Taylor.
Jim Burke is from Limerick. His poems have appeared in The Literary Bohemian, Crannóg, Revival Literary Journal, The Stony Thursday Book, Shot Glass Journal and Live Encounters (online) . His haiku have been
published in the Shamrock Haiku Journal and in Between the Leaves, NewHaikuWriting from Ireland. He is a member ofthe Irish Haiku Society and is on the committee ofthe Limerick Writers’ Centre.

SPOTLIGHT: L IMERICK WRITERS ’ CENTRE

The Limerick Writers’ Centre is dedicated to supporting local
writers and fostering community through the literary arts. The

Writer’s Critique Groups (going since 2010) are just one of the
ways that we offer opportunities for writers to come together with
other members of the literary community. The initial impetus for
starting the groups came from LWC board member Fiona Clark
Echlin, herselfan experienced teacher and writer.

Peer-led, the groups meet on the second Friday of every month
from 7 - 9:30 pm at the Writers’ Centre. Writers are encouraged to
share their own work as well as give and receive feedback in a
structured, thoughtful, and professional environment.

The Writer’s Critique Groups are free but membership is by
submission and invitation. No previous experience is required to
attend. All genres are welcome – fiction, non-fiction and poetry. At
present the members are divided into three groups to make them
more manageable. There are two prose/fiction and one poetry. In
total there is a membership of thirty between the three groups, but
attendance can vary from month to month.  

There are nine current members of the poetry group, four of
whom have had collections published. Other members have had
work published in various journals, on and off-line.   Work, by
members ofall three groups, appeared in a special anthology, called
appropriately enough No.12 (our address number) in December
2016. One of our members, Jim Burke, currently teaches creative
writing in Limerick Senior College, having recently completed an
MA from Manchester University. He was also the co-founder of
one ofIreland’s longest running journals The Stony Thursday Book.

A number of the group members are regular contributors to the
‘On the Nail’ open-mic night organised by the LWC at Chez le Fab
arts café in the city. Several have also been invited guest readers at
events around Munster. They come from various backgrounds,
from retired teachers to housewives.

One of the aims of the group is to attract younger people to
make them more dynamic. On occasion we have had social calls
from visiting poets, such as John Liddy and Ron Carey, both
Limerick-born poets but now living in Spain and Dublin
respectively.

The LWC is very much aware that democracy of opportunity is
essential for the development of writers. To this end we have
engaged with marginalised groups such as the LGBT community
and also organised writing courses for older people. Last year’s
course resulted in an anthology, River People, of course members’
work.

For details of literary events organised by the Limerick Writers’
Centre see our website www.limerickwriterscentre.com or our
Facebook page.

Anyone interested in joining one of the groups is invited to
contact Dominic Taylor at limerickwriterscentre@gmail.com.

Jim Burke
The Present

He said, history
and the present
belong only to you.
 
We watched him
swipe a tea-towel
at the breakfast table
 
shoot
out the back door
into the yard.
 
They are out there
now,
his fluffy ears
 
filling up her lap.
She is rubbing him.
Hugging him.
 
Kissing him.
I guess
Bukowski was right.

Maeve Bradley
SomeWords

Procrastination seems a complicated word for the
simple fact that, much as I can’t abide dirty windows
I hate the job ofcleaning them more, can easily
postpone that chore from one season to the next.
 
Obsession does not feel too strong a description
ofAunt Mai’s predilection for getting out her
ladder and cloths to clean gleaming windows
most Mondays, Thursdays.
 
A word like Surreptitious might possibly give
a sneaky slant to her fleeting glance into
the high-hedged plot ofnonagenarian Tim.
Dog out, cat on sill, milk carton in?
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Alan Sheeran is a baldy Belfast man in his fifties, currently out ofwork, but with a lifetime ofexperience in the voluntary sector. His preferred weapon is songwriting. He has dragged his songs to stages across Northern
Ireland and played quite a few festivals. He sees poems as failed songs. He chews words twenty times before swallowing them – they rarely survive.
Clare McCotter won the IHS Dóchas Ireland Haiku Award 2010 and 2011 . In 2013 she won the British Tanka Award. Her poetry has appeared in such journals as Abridged, Boyne Berries, Crannóg, Cyphers, Envoi,
The HonestUlsterman, Iota, TheMoth, The SHOp, The StingingFly, andThe Stony Thursday Book. Black Horse Running, her first collection ofhaiku, tanka and haibun, was published in 2012.
Faye Boland is winner of the Hanna Greally International Literary Award 2017 and was shortlisted in 2013 for the Poetry on the Lake XIII International Poetry Competition. Her poems have been published in Tales
From The Forest, Three Drops From a Cauldron, Skylight 47, The Yellow Nib, The California Quarterly, The Galway Review, THESHOp, Revival, Crannóg, Orbis and elsewhere.

Alan Sheeran
Untitled

Beneath the pastels
And the fallen flowers
On the gallery walls,
Her lips are cherry lips,
Hard and glassy
Pastille sweetness,
Snuck from a crumpled, snow-white
Paper bag,
By grubby, chubby Lucien hands,
Pressed into the paint
And sideways slithered
Into place,
As though a stolen moment stopped
And pouted.
I know the hardness ofthose lips,
The slick scintilla sweetness
Oftheir able openness,
The arch, the bow,
The rim before the flood oftongue
And breath.
I gulfdown air to stay with her,
To stay with her ...

Clare McCotter
Solo

Edith Gee knows she should be glad
he took her under his nose
 
an all round good bloke
and Oxford politico
 
his big shar-pei face
hanging kindly
 
behind a corkscrew
ofcigarette smoke
 
as he maps flesh
dreaming in a single bed
 
without knowing the ways
she could coax
 
pyramids to surface
their silky hieroglyphs
 
brushed with madder and gold
the slow softening
 
oftheir amethyst
and ibis bone
 
melting away in a snow moon
melting into everything, she knows.

Faye Boland
Domestic Goddess

Queen ofPuddings,
she dumplings her casseroles,
croutons her soups,
makes loaves and fishes of
nature’s seasonal offerings,
turns water into elderflower
wine. Her formica shines as
chrome appliances mock
her surrender to shapelessness,
her form reflected like a cherry
on an enormous muffin.
 
Through steamy eyes
she remembers stick legs
pedalling, spokes whizzing,
free-wheeling, as hair billowed
like sheets in the wind,
wolfwhistles cheering her on.

Degrees ofPresence byNathalie El Baba
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Siobhán Mac Mahon is a poet currently studying for an MA in Creative Writing at UCD. Won the 2017 WOMAD poetry slam, Ilkley Literature open mic and Off the ShelfLiterary Festival open mic. She performs
in England, Ireland and Europe creating Spoken Word projects ofpoetry with music, dance and film. She has been published online and in print, most recently in Bloodaxe AnthologyHallelujah for 50 FootWomen.
Terry McDonagh taught creative writing at Hamburg University. Ten poetry collections, letters, drama, prose and poetry for young people. Translations into Indonesian and German. 2016 poetry collection, Lady
Cassie Peregrina, Arlen House; 2017 in Fire and Ice 2 Gill Education; 2017UCGby Degrees, Galway Poetry Trail; 2017 Director ofWestWords, Germany's first Irish lit. festival in Hamburg. www.terry-mcdonagh.com.
Róisín Power Hackett is an Irish visual artist, poet and art writer. She has a BA in History of Art and Fine Art (Paint) and an MA in Art in the Contemporary World, both from the National College of Art and
Design. She has been published in a variety ofpublications in Ireland. roisinphackett.wordpress.com.

Siobhán Mac Mahon
Advice for myDaughter

They will try to keep you small.
They will warn you about the dangers
ofbeing too loud, too clever,
too wise, too ambitious.
Too much.
They will mutter words,
darkly, under their breath, such as
strident and over-emotional,
hormonal and over-sensitive.
They will threaten you
with ancient memories
ofasylums and burnings.
They will issue dire warnings
about upsetting the apple cart,
about gaining a few pounds,
about dressing like a tart.
 
Ignore them all.
 
Don’t play by their rules –
you’ll never win.
Make up your own rules –
tip the whole feckin cart over
and make cider from its sweet juices.
Throw a wild party,
invite your sisters
and your brothers,
put your red dress on and dance
until dawn on the dying
embers ofthe Patriarchy.
Speak your beautiful mind,
flaunt your wild wisdom,
be a brazen hussy
with the truth that you know,
encoded in your DNA.
Hear generations ofwomen rising
from their forgotten graves
applauding you,
clapping their bony fingers in delight.
 
Go on girl, get up
on your high-horse –
you’ll have a magnificent view from there.

TerryMcDonagh
NewWays ofTalking

Maestro was a man offew words. He died
before his wife had time to comfort herself.
He’d bellowed from room to room,
had dinner, imbibed, grabbed his own chest,
wriggled a bit and croaked – leaving drafts,
tattered sketches and a two-sided face
to be sorted into spoken and unspoken piles.
 
My SoulKnows the Truth – his dog-eared work
lay open as undisturbed as a forest leaf
in a pocket ofcalm. He’d highlighted: ifyou, wife,
were to reincarnate in an up-to-date bubble offlesh,
would you opt for the thin man with the missal or me?
 
To get attention she had used pills and distance
but she had nowhere to go and nowhere to secrete.
Every time she turned a corner she bumped into his shadow.
 
In the days before his death he’d had a rendezvous
down a side street, met his agent for tea
by a white granary
and cancelled an opera evening for a major interview
on big time stuff: readmy editorial on power and the
alchemist in the city, ifyou want to learn aboutDemiurge.
 
On the strength ofhis belief: life must be savoured,
he moved in with a neighbour’s wife for a season or so
but when she became expectant, he returned via the back door.
 
He’d meant well. That’s why he came home.
I’ve come back to you, wife – you are forgiven.
That woman down the street
just couldn’t pick up on my undertones.
 
His wife wore black for a while but
soon took it offwhen she saw
the other woman looking better than ever.
 
It was time for laughter
and new ways oftalking.

Róisín Power Hackett
Love – Two Years In

And still
at this point, the vast expanse ofwarm-bright feeling rushes in,
nerves tingle with an excitement that we try to catch in words, but never will.
Breaths in and out are synchronised, and it is as ifyou sense the world from the other’s point ofview.
All ofexperience is electrified in vivid neon – legs skip and rain sparkles,
and all this pleasure shrieks and collapses into a foam that rises into a mountain peak that blows over,
And yet,
outside all ofthis, there is the ordinary calm ofthe everyday, dusted with phosphorescence.  
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Sean Kelly has been writing for many years. His recent publishing credits include The Moth and The High Window. He has been short-listed for the Cork Literary Review Poetry Manuscript competition and has read
his work widely. He is CEO at the Everyman Theatre, Cork.
Bogusia Wardein’s poetry has found a home in journals and anthologies in the UK, Ireland and the US. One of her poems is featured in the Bloodaxe anthology Hallelujah for 50ft Women described as a ‘great
collection ofpoems from some ofthe best women writing today.’ Her website is bogusiawardein.com.
Iain Twiddy grew up at the edge ofthe fens in Lincolnshire, eastern England. He is the author oftwo critical studies ofcontemporary poetry. He lives in the city ofSapporo, in northern Japan.
Jude Cowan Montague worked for Reuters Television Archive for ten years. Her album The Leidenfrost Effect (Folkwit Records 2015) reimagines quirky stories from the Reuters Life! feed. She produces The News
Agents on Resonance 104.4 FM. Her most recent book is The Originals (Hesterglock Press, 2017) .

Sean Kelly
Paradise ValleyHospital – Phoenix, Arizona

You haven’t woken all day.
The dinner trolley rattles past your room
without a thought ofyou.
They have taken your false teeth.
Aunt Sarah, I crossed an ocean.
 
You deserved better than this –
the first woman in Arizona
to drive a diesel train,
a war-hero husband with angry fists.
 
You sent me dollars every birthday.
I wrote you a Christmas card
once and didn’t post it.
 
This room is too hot.
I cross and uncross my legs
while night trains blaze
across the Yuma desert.
 
A hundred miles away,
your house is silent on all three floors,
the peach trees heavy.  
 
Your husband’s ghost
sits at the kitchen table
in his best suit and trilby hat,
a hammer in his lap.

BogusiaWardein
A Privilege ofHurricane

Your roach is dead and your mouth is shut.
You were bored the moment you were born.
You spiral inwards.      
Long ago, you asked Mother for a sister,
then God for at least a gnome.
You have nothing to lean on but this gum shield.    
The worse you feel, the better you look.
You wish you smiled like a five-year-old 
the green-eyed curly one.
You worry this is not your last incarnation.
What are you beside being bewildered?
You want to replace soup with a drip.
As a girl you ate two glasses ofmustard,
still had to throw cobbles at admirers.
You probably spend two-thirds ofyour life
in pyjamas. You are not waiting for Friday.
One ofyou wants to play. You don’t know
what is going to happen to the snow.   

Iain Twiddy
The Sock

I meet her outside the swimming pool,
since we’re not sure she can find her way home.
She’s got only one sock on, the trouser leg hiked up
above one bare foot in its slip-on shoe.
 
It’s February, slabbery, muddy, bare,
the damp wind by the river rivering.
It’s just a small thing, Oh, it doesn’t matter, she says,
Oh, it’s bound to be in her bag somewhere.
 
I can’t bear to look at it, her one bare foot,
the pallid patch like a slap. It’s obscene
nobody noticed, in the changing room, indecent
none ofthe others saw fit to help her.
 
I can’t bear to see how clearly it shows
she is a child now, barely able to dress
herself, one who forgets between one sock and the next.
It should be me, still, too young to do it,
 
me she’s sitting dopily on the bench,
me she’s rummaging through the locker for,
then the bag, me she’s not leaving with till she’s found it,
hoicked it, warm and dry, bug and snug, on.
 
We go slowly, step carefully down kerbs.
Hussey Close, St Giles Avenue, the street signs
behind which I’d pretend to sell ice cream on our way
back from playschool, then wait at the main road.
 
We allow distant cars aeons to pass.
We go slowly home, which gives me more time
to consider this rapid advance, the bare patch
pacing out, one foot after the other,
 
every step ofhow I abandoned her.

Jude Cowan Montague
Ebay Bass

School instruments were Selmer. So common and dependable.
Strong and solid. But a Selmer double bass? Whaaat?
Surely they just made clarinets and amps? We drove
to Seasalter to meet an ebayer who had two identical.
He was making money from music, not easy, despite
the cute bandname, his dark-haired wife in polka dots and heels,
his pony’s quifffreezing in the wind and waves.
Rock salt living. Ifanywhere needed hot sounds it was here.
The His & Hers vintage lifestyle wasn’t us.
We wanted to rescue that bass, drag it into our art music
at the height ofthe glory days ofmy redundancy. I held
my breath as we handed over cash, unable to believe our luck.
It only just fit in the car, right down the middle, new and entitled
family member, forcing us apart with its huge, flaxen scroll.
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Flish McCarthy lives in the West of Ireland. Her poetry has been published in Java Writers’ Infusions, GUH’s This Never Happened II, Boyne Berries, RNLI’s Anthology The Sea, Skylight 47. In 2015 she was
shortlisted for the Baillieborough Poetry Prize and was a featured reader for Galway’s Over the Edge. She was shortlisted for the Red Line Book Festival, Over the Edge Writer ofthe Year, and the Dermot Healy Poetry
Prize.

I Won't Go Back to It
Flish McCarthy

Flish McCarty, poet, fired up by sexism in literature,
looks to one of Ireland’s greatest poets, Eavan Boland,
and examines how she has paved the way for other
women writers. The title of the piece, ‘I won’t go back to
it’, is the first line ofBoland’s seminal work ‘Mise Eire’.

I won’t go back to the patriarchal assumptions ofmany
of those who control the publishing houses and

universities, who organise festivals and adjudicate prizes,
who decide who is going to be remembered by history,
and what will be taught to my granddaughters. I have
been fighting this battle, like some snake-headed
Medusa, since I began reading and did not always find
my experience in literature. The Cambridge University
Press Companion to Irish Poets, edited by Gerard Dawe
and published in 2017, is just one more trumped-up
declaration of an old narrow view. The book has
contributions from twenty-seven academics and poets,
only four of whom are women. And out of the twenty-
nine essays on poets, only four focus on women poets.

You can’t blame men, really, for taking advantage of
their position of power. Society and culture encourages
us to adhere to the tenet that men are central; their
interpretation of the world is the reality. Well, time’s up.
There are women academics, poets and historians, mad
mothers, angry daughters and crones like me as well as
wide-awake men who want the whole story.

FIRED! is a collective of women poets and writers
who are responding to the Cambridge University Press
(CUP) publication. FIRED! has asked everyone to
strike against the inequities of systemic silencing of
women’s writing by signing THE PLEDGE – the 
pledge to ask for gender equity. Courage is required to
strike when the odds are already stacked against being
hired, printed, studied and remembered by history. It is a
brave thing.

I was in UCD doing an MA in Women’s Studies on
Eavan Boland when Seamus Deane published The Field
Day Anthology ofIrish Literature back in 1991 . Deane
‘was dismayed to realise’ he had done to Irish women
writers what British literature had done to Irish male
poets – ignored them.

After the publication of the CUP Companion to Irish
Poets I found myself going back to Boland to explore
how she has opened a path for me and other women
writers. Eavan Boland, Irish woman, poet, is a woman of
courage. She found herself to be an outsider in the
aisling tradition. ‘I won’t go back to it’ is the first line of
her seminal poem ‘Mise Eire’ where she declares herself
unable to be part of the old dactyls, the lyric, aisling
tradition that Irish male poets had adopted. Excluded,
the next best thing is to find one’s own way forward.
Boland has done that, quietly, formally.

‘For Boland, each of those three words – ‘Irish’,
‘Woman’, and ‘Poet’ – bears equal weight … (she is) one
of Ireland’s greatest poets … one of our greatest
defenders ofwomen’s rights’: Icebox Films, RTÉ.

Back in the 80s and 90s she educated us through
poetry, essays, and workshops that were, radically,
sometimes women only. Boland also encouraged
women-led publishing presses. Jessie Lendennie, poet
and director of Salmon Poetry, said Boland was an early

advocate of Salmon and ‘she was the only established
poet to do so’. She opened the door to women to sit
down and speak for themselves; to articulate the
language on their own terms and in their own images.
This is what endeared her to me. Her subject matter
included my experience as a woman. 

Boland, the Bella Mabury and Eloise Mabury Knapp
Professor in the Humanities and director of the Creative
Writing programme at Stanford University, was recently
tapped for membership of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, one of the USA’s oldest and most
prestigious honorary learned societies. She has a
reputation there as well as here of bravery on behalf of
others. She is known to storm the establishment when
students are in need ofgrants, so that anyone outside the
centre ofprivilege might continue to develop their art.

Boland has been editor ofPoetry Ireland Review since
2017. Under her remit, the doors to diversity and
inclusion are opening as she holds discussions on ways to
include others.

The editorial in PIR 122 provided a discussion on the
arcane term ‘conscripted poet’ and by so doing, updates
the idea. A poet can be conscripted by history, by the
powerful momentum of present ideas, by their own
voices that are dissimilar to the accepted canon. In PIR
123 Boland suggested that collaboration be substituted
for suspicion between the exciting spoken
word/performance poets and the poets ofthe page.  

Yet there is a problem with Eavan Boland. I asked the
poets of FIRED! about her. Was she inspirational; were
they aware of her presence in Irish poetry? If so, when
and how did they encounter her work? Several, like
Maria McManus, Fiona Bolger, Liz Quirke and myself
found the question provocative, but in a good way. The
argument was one we needed to have with ourselves.

I had wanted Boland to be more obviously feminist
when I studied her in the early 90s. I wanted an Irish
Adrienne Rich, one who would point the way to poetry
that was political and that included women. I
understood her poetry better later in life, as did some of
the women poets of FIRED! Elaine Feeney wrote that
she ‘possibly under-acknowledged Boland, particularly
her bravery, until I became a mother and a poet myself.
Boland’s poem “Love” is incredibly moving and is one of
my favourite poems on being a mother and a wife.’

Anne Tannam found Boland through ‘a shared
experience of motherhood and a love of my city.’ These
lines from Boland’s ‘The Lost Land’ are what caught
her:

I have two daughters.
They are all I ever wanted from the earth.
Or almost all.
I also wanted one piece ofground:
One city trapped by hills. One urban river.
An island in its element.
So I could say mine. My own.
And mean it.’

I was born in the USA and had been in Dublin twenty
years when I studied Boland. I don’t believe I
understood the lasting power of excellence, or the
courage found in quiet perseverance. It took time for me
to appreciate ‘the iconoclastic nature of her work’. This
elegant and subtle undermining of the canon is to me
inherently feminist, and what poet Liz Quirke calls ‘a

revolution by stealth.’
In Boland’s poetry I was caught by how she

illuminated the stuff of my woman’s life by making that
subject the centre of her poetry. For me, this ended the
silences of history. Nessa O’Mahony, who along with
Siobhán Campbell wrote Eavan Boland, Inside History,
first came upon Boland’s work through her memoir
Object Lessons, and then through her poetry where she
‘discovered a mutual fascination with history’.

While gathering commentary on the relevance of
Boland to contemporary women poets, I asked Eavan
Boland ifshe would contribute to this article for Skylight
47. Generously, she agreed.
FM: You have said, ‘I am a feminist, but not a feminist
poet?’ Poet Mary O’Donnell agrees with you on this
difference. Would you elaborate?
EB : There have been great feminist poets – I think
particularly ofAdrienne Rich. I benefited much by their
presence and example. But in the end feminism to me is
a necessary and precious ethic. It is not an aesthetic. But
I really need to add that while feminism is not a way of
writing the poem, it has an enormous role in making
certain things visible in poetry: how we see exclusion,
how we hear poetic voices, how we become open to
change in the idea ofa poet.
FM: What is the most exciting thing going on in poetry
for you at the moment in Ireland and/or the USA?
EB : I am rarely excited by a trend or thing or a
movement. For me what’s exciting almost always comes
down to an individual poet, or maybe even an individual
poem. And what is really rewarding to see, especially in
women’s poetry, [is] that the political is no longer
shunned – it used to be – but engaged by new poets in
some powerful and innovative ways.
FM: It seems to me that you did not fight, nor confront,
but worked your craft making the usual objects into the
subject and that this was the most subversive thing, and
ofcourse the most feminist.  
EB : That is a kind assessment! But in my day I certainly
did fight and confront, sometimes to good effect and
sometimes not. But you’re right in that the subversion
really lies in the work, in the continuing focus on it.
FM: Can you tell me your view on the contemporary
women poets in Ireland?
EB : I have been fortunate enough to be editing Poetry
Ireland Review this year and last year. I’ve been delighted
by all the poems we’ve selected. But I do see a particular
energy at this moment in contemporary poems by
women: across different styles, with different voices.
Performance poems, lyrical poems, narrative poems. I
think this is a very good time for contemporary women
poets in Ireland. And therefore a good time for readers
ofpoetry.

Boland has a secure place at the table of the Irish
tradition, having arrived through excellence and
perseverance, and is busy making room for others. She is
a living example that it is possible to be a woman and a
poet in the Irish tradition. And unlike many others, as
poet Maria McManus stated, ‘She’s not someone who
has pulled the ladder up behind her.’
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Órla Fay
Caught in a Dance

In the morning their criss-cross serenade
on the field-top makes me the tickled-pink witness
to their knitted symmetry.
 
They fly so close that I could almost touch a wing tip
but I would be cut in the act so razor-like
are their dives and turns, so close-shaved.
 
The swallows weave me into this paired tapestry –
 
I could have been a supernova,
never again to light the velvet sky.
 
I could have been shell-less carrion for the birds,
or that empty conch that craves perennially the return ofthe sea.
I might have thought that death was the metamorphosis ofloneliness.

Emma McKervey is an award-winning poet from
Holywood, Co. Down and The Rag Tree

Speaks is her first collection of poetry, but it feels
like the work ofa more mature poet. The breadth of
subject matter is impressive: myth, nature (flora and
fauna) , family, the body, language, metaphysics,
science and more give the reader repeated
opportunities to engage with the poems on many
levels as you read through the collection.

She is also a professionally trained musician and
this becomes readily apparent in poems which can
contain both a muscular musicality and a lightness
of touch in the soundscape. Poems like ‘Ex-Lovers’
Car Boot Sale’ deliver sounds that sing while
delivering the sense readily: ‘Dusty jewels cascade
from tatty boxes stacked on tables / normally used
for camping trips and picnics’. Or again in ‘The
Ghost of a Bee’, with longer vowel sounds this time:
‘the ghost of a bee holds out its acorn cup / and
receives the aureate honey drip from the living hive.’

The opening poem, ‘An Sciathán’, is a good
indicator of some of the concerns of the collection
as a whole. How language is used and how words
develop their meaning is important to the poet. In
the poems, ‘The Pithos Jar’ and ‘Rumpelstiltskin’,
the occasional shortcomings of language are
considered. In ‘An Sciathán’ we are told that the
word for arm in Ulster Irish is the same as that for
wing, and already we have the first transmutation,
the imagined synthesis of the poet with nature. In a
later poem ‘Scalph, or Maybe Love’ a willow tree
grows from the speaker’s hand and the poet learns

to welcome it:
So I learned to hold my unfurling hand aloft,
accept the skin’s slow toughening to bark,
welcome the bees and caterpillars
who took rest beneath my leaves.

We are now in the place of fable and myth where
the title poem resides. Here Greek myth and Irish
lore collide in a fantastical narrative told by the Rag
Tree itself, and although there is a distancing from
the human in this approach, there is nevertheless a
strong sense of a general empathy for the human
condition: ‘On my shore they cling to the flash and
flicker / of all they’ve tied fast to help them recall. /
I hold their rags as long as I can;’

There are poems also that take the quotidian and
bend reality to create surreal narratives. Of these I
particularly enjoyed ‘Celestial Mechanics’,
‘Chopping Wood’ and ‘Room’. McKervey also has a
keen eye for detail and some of the observations,
particularly of the natural world, elicit vivid mental
pictures for the reader. I’m thinking of poems such
as ‘Clearances’ where the crows are ‘tricksters who
could break shells open / on the rocks’, and ‘Comet’
where ‘… the yellow of iron, / the violet of calcium
and the splattered cadmium red / of nitrogen and
oxygen – each pin-pointed / mote of this ephemeral
rainbow – / remained, despite disintegration, /
significantly larger than an atom.’

Perhaps the poems which are most satisfying are
those in which the eye for descriptive detail and the
imaginative use of language are married to a more
grounded subject matter. In ‘The Rivets’ McKervey

describes the process of aircraft assembly with a
tightly controlled shorter line and an economy of
language: ‘the choreography of rivets lifted, fitted, /
blunt end hammered to the plate / as it is slotted
into place.’ In ‘Beyond the Mussel Banks’ an
accumulation of forensic detail is sifted to reveal a
remarkable emotional core at the end.

The collection is dedicated to the poet’s mother
and it’s no surprise that there are poems reflecting
family life and childhood, sometimes in surprising
ways. Of these, ‘Best Years’ and ‘Blue Barrel’ seem
predictable compared to the manic energy ofpoems
like ‘Everything was Tidied Away’, which is
reminiscent of another Doire Press poet, Kate
Dempsey. In poems like ‘Ash Wednesday’, ‘Pruning’
and ‘Shop Steward Road Trip’ there is a subtly
evoked straining towards respectability that well
reflects a working-class background. In ‘Home’ the
poet takes a timely swipe at the old order: ‘Inside we
eat our ungraced meal / and then climb into
unknelt-by beds.’

Throughout this ambitious first collection
McKervey’s engagement with ideas and facility with
language promises a very bright future.

Doire Press 2017

____________________________________________________________________________________________

In the Place of Fable and Myth
A Review of The Rag Tree Speaks by Emma McKervey

Brian Kirk

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Órla Fay is editor of Boyne Berries. Her work has appeared in Cyphers, The Rose Magazine, Dodging the Rain, The Pickled Body, Poethead and The Meath Writers' Circles 3rd Annual Magazine. In 2017 she was
longlisted for several awards and shortlisted in the Rush Poetry Prize, the Dermot Healy International Poetry Award and the Red Line Book Festival Poetry Award. She blogs at http://orlafay.blogspot.ie
Brian Kirk is an award-winning poet and short story writer from Dublin. He was selected for the Poetry Ireland Introductions Series 2013 and shortlisted for the Patrick Kavanagh Award in 2014 and 2015. His first
poetry collection After The Fallwas published by Salmon Poetry in 2017. A member ofthe Hibernian Writers Workshop, he blogs at www.briankirkwriter.com.
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Eithne Cavanagh
Concerto in Glass

Hoping to hear a wineglass concerto
she tips two glasses with a pen –
 
different sounds, dull muffle,
and a clear musical note.
 
She beats sharp tattoo on a jug
– too flat for her liking.
 
And that small cut-glass vessel
is not a clean sound, but
 
a full decanter resonates,
becomes her percussion.
 
Clipping champagne flute with scarlet
fingertips, she loves its icy ting.
 
In this canyon ofglass
she plays a glissando,
 
finds chill, revels in crispness,
pours herselfa sparkling white – and listens.

Tied to This LandbyNathalie El Baba

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Eithne Cavanagh won the Boyle Poetry Competition and George Moore Medal in Co Mayo and came second in Words on the Waves 2014. Her poems have appeared in Studies, Crannóg, Boyne Berries, The Stony
Thursday Book and many journals and anthologies in Ireland, England and USA. Her two collections, Bone andPetals and An Elegance ofGannets, were published by Swan Press in 2001 and 2009 respectively.
Susan Lindsay’s poems recently appeared in the 2016 Irish edition ofThe Café Review in Portland, USA; Bosom Pals, Ed. Marie Cadden (Doire, 2017, in aid ofbreast cancer research) and Poetry Ireland Review (Dec,
2017) . Two collections ofher poems have been published -Whispering the Secrets and FearKnot (Doire Press 2011 , 2013) .
Graham Allen is Professor ofEnglish in UCC. His collections are The One ThatGot Away (2014) andTheMadhouse System (2016) , New Binary Press. He won the 2010 Listowel Single Poem Prize. Poem ‘Bright Star
for David Bowie’ was RTÉ poem ofthe week, 2016, and recommended in the 2017 Listowel Best Irish Poem ofthe Year. The first ten years ofhis ongoing e-poem,Holes: Decade One, were published in 2017.

Susan Lindsay
The Gap

We pull into the station. A train stops alongside ours. Doors open. Sides slide. People pass across –
from carriage to carriage. Speak a strange familiar language. Platforms recede, left behind – are
forgotten. It’s another world.
Our carriage world expands. Oblivious to its limits, this is our universe. There is no other. We travel
backwards in time, grow younger. Skins become finer. We communicate without tongues. Run up
and down hills, breathe through skin in water.
Life grows simpler. Those with greater wrinkles care for those who grow more naïve, more carefree,
who like to play. Infants are fed food they need no teeth for. Take leave …
I am returned to the forgotten carriage. As we pull into a station a train alongside pulls away.   A
man outside the window holds up his hand, blows a whistle. I travel on – gather my belongings in
readiness.
In regulated time I arrive at my destination. Mind the gap – as I step onto the platform.

Graham Allen
Old Fool

IfI should lose my way
and forget the names ofthings,
ifwhatever light I have should dim
and leave me blank and empty handed,
gathered into dust in the darkest corners,
ifI no longer look to the stars
or wake to redoubled effort
or search out your smile
in the loneliest rooms ofthe morning,
ifI should fall into disarray,
my mind a scuppered boat,
my words boxed up and catalogued,
all laughter and hope migrated,
do not take me by the hand 
and show me the open ocean
or sing to me the songs ofour youth
or read to me calm aphorisms,
do not show me the wisdom ofchildren
or crowd my nostrils with fragrant ash,
do not play me aerated rhythms
or place me on a treadmill ofspirit
or fill my mouth with flavourless roots.  
IfI should lose my way
and forget the names ofthings,
leave me in a room without windows,
bring me no wine or nourishing food,
tell well-wishers I have already gone,
that my last words were garbled,
that my body was consumed.
Leave  me secure in sweet solitude.
Men without sense have the truest visions.  
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ADDRESSING THE ABSTRACT
Poetry Masterclass with Martina Evans

Dear Anon

 
This is a brave step sending a poem into the
unknown like a message in a bottle. I really
appreciate your trust and hope that I will be able
to read your moving and funny ‘message’ in a
helpful way.

Anon
Thank you Martina for your very helpful, kind
and enthusiastic feedback.

Martina
Your poem leapt out at me immediately and there
are a number of reasons for this. The most
compelling reason lies in that unforgettable title
because it holds the secret to the whole poem.
You have an instinct for the drama inherent in
every poem, and with a master stroke staked that
ground by immediately setting up a double
conflict in the title. And we’re well into our
subject before we even read the first line so there’s
great immediacy as well as urgency there.

Everything is in the title, it’s a coda for what
follows. Here we have two people, one hates what
the other loves but instead oftelling us in abstract
terms as so many poems do, especially with their
titles, you give us the humble but pungent
sardine. What a wonderful concrete image – it
engages with almost every sense, touch, taste,
sight and especially smell.

The smell of a sardine is overpowering and it
also evokes closeness. In fact I can’t even imagine
anything closer than a sardine in a tin. It’s also
very funny. We’re not talking about wine and
roses here. A sardine is not beautiful, it’s a little
like Shakespeare when he says his ‘mistress’s eyes
are not like the sun’. And that makes me
immediately trust the speaker. This poet’s not
going to wrap things up sweetly, this poet is
telling it as it is.

But we’re only half way through the title, the
second half in parentheses is almost throwaway
yet it is there nevertheless as the double whammy.
Here we are having fun already but the subject of
the poem is gone. It is most likely she’s dead
although one can’t be absolutely sure of course
when one woman’s sardine is another’s poison.

Part of the danger (and excitement) of reading
poems is one is never absolutely sure what the
poet intended and where the poem came from,

but I feel this poem is emotionally true and that
I know these characters. Grief and humour and
exasperation are packed tightly together like the
sardines in a tin. And you’ve also given us that
old powerful archetype, the sea voyage – an
odyssey which you have equipped with a
tremendous sense of the elements and a fine
sense ofplace.

Anon
My mother died a few years later. In retrospect I
feel I was a little over-enthusiastic in my
endeavour to have her experience the power and
beauty of Dún Aengus. The reason it was ‘our
last journey together’ was because she didn’t
trust that I would not bring her to some other
‘queer lonely place’. After that she’d only come
shopping or visiting with me. I think that was
when I realised how fragile she was.

Martina
The two main images here tell the story of a
journey and are true to that journey but they do
so much more than that. While remaining
faithful to the narrative, I can’t imagine better
images for grief than the overpowering sea
sickness on a turbulent sea followed by the sheer
drop ofa body over a cliff.

As the filmmakers say, you’ve got it ‘in the
can’. Everything is here in the ‘rough cut’ so is
there even room for improvement? I think a
little more work – not much! – could make this
poem shine even brighter. While I am conscious
that my editing suggestions will resemble the
way I edit my own poems, I hope that they can
help you too.

I’ve mentioned drama and I’ve mentioned
film-makers as we have two dramatic characters
and a lot of dialogue. Dialogue must be used
carefully. It has to give the impression of real
dialogue while remaining an artificial construct
with a clear role in the poem. It must be doing
something, preferably more than one thing at a
time. In a poem where every word counts, we
need to weigh the dialogue just as carefully,
removing the surplus so that the poem can really
shine.  
The wonderful mise-en-scène of ‘Mum’
arranging her spread of sardines, tea, whiskey
needs very little and I think these two lines ‘‘A
sandwich?”/ ‘No thank you”’ are a little prosaic
and not needed. My advice would be to let the

Martina Evans is an Irish poet, novelist and teacher. She grew up in County Cork in a country pub, shop and petrol station and is the youngest of ten
children. She trained in Dublin as a radiographer before moving to London in 1988. She is the author of eleven books of poetry and prose. Martina’s
fourth poetry collection, Facing the Public (Anvil Press 2009) was a TLS Book of the Year in 2009 and won the Premio Ciampi International Prize for
Poetry in 2011 . Burnfort, Las Vegas ( Anvil Press 2014) was shortlisted for the Irish Times Poetry Now Award 2015. TheWindows ofGraceland, New &
Selected Poems was published by Carcanet in May 2016. Now We Can Talk Openly About Men will be published by Carcanet in May 2018. She is a
Royal Literary Fund Advisory Fellow and reviews forThe Irish Times.

OneWoman’s Sardine is Another’s Poison
(Our last journey together)

The Ros a’ Mhíl to Cill Ronan ferry
rolls with the swell
Mum, delighted, sways with the waves
her lunch box, tea flask and halfnaggin
spread on the table.
‘What a wonderful manifestation ofnature,
God’s powerful hand rocking us like a cradle.
A sandwich?’
‘No thank you’
Sardines, whiskey and diesel fumes
mingle with the thick, stale air ofthe galley.
My stomach churns,
hot waves rise, engulfmy head
I run on deck, cling to the railing.
Drenched in sea spray
rivulets ofsalt water pouring down my face,
my belly settles.

Next day Mum’s fragile feet negotiate
the karst pathway to Dún Aengus.
She stops frequently to catch her breathe.
Waving my hand along the navy line ofthe horizon
‘Imagine this fort was built 5,000 years ago
by our druid ancestors, to worship their sun god.
They saw, as we do now
the creamy sun fall, turn red
and for a fleeting moment set the sea ablaze
before disappearing into the grey Atlantic.
As they made their sacrifices
they saw, too, these same waves
beat and sculpt this cliffface
eroding sea stacks and blow holes.
Magnificent?’
Shaking her head, sadly, anxiously.
‘Why do you bring me to these queer lonely places,
dangerous places,
with grey stones piled high on each other
where any sort ofvillain could lurk,
and drop bodies over the sheer cliffs into the wild sea
never to be heard ofagain?’



images tell the story. ‘Sardines, whiskey and diesel
fumes’ are far more effective than a ‘No, thank you.’
Although I know why you put it in there and I
enjoyed the humour of the refusal and, in a way, I
would have liked to keep it, ultimately I felt that too
much talking would make the poem – which is not
very long – more prosaic and that it’s stronger
without it. See what you think.

Anon
Yes, I agree with you.  

Martina
A good idea also would be to address a couple of
those abstract adverbs and adjectives which are
touching on cliché and weighing the poem down. I
suggest if you cut back on three words, ‘wonderful’,
‘powerful’, ‘magnificent’. The ‘wonderful powerful
magnificence’ is already expressed more effectively
through the imagery so I don’t think that you need
to say it again. I also wondered about ‘delighted’
earlier on but I think if you lose these three
adjectives, you can certainly get away with
‘delighted’, which does tell us something we don’t
know – that ‘Mum’ is happy and also because of the
beautiful alliteration and consonance of the ‘l’and ‘t’
sounds which repeat and resonate and chime
against each other all the way down to the end of
the stanza when the ‘belly settles’.

Anon
I felt there was something I was uncomfortable with
in that stanza but couldn’t pinpoint what it was. I
agree that my attempt to express the power of the
place is better done in the description, wonderful,
powerful, and magnificent are unnecessary. I do feel
that delighted is important, because no other word
in the passage expresses how much she enjoyed the
boat trip.  

Martina
And now as the wave of the next stanza rises, we are
in a different place. You managed this change of
mood very well. Mum sounded like the strong one
in the first stanza but that adjective ‘fragile’ changes
everything and this is where you’re going to punch
us in the gut. I also like the way she has to stop ‘to
catch her breath’. It’s plain and factual and
unobtrusive but you’re setting us up for the literal
fall at the end. There’s a small typo there by the way
– an extra ‘e’ makes it read as ‘breathe’ – just in case
you miss it.

Anon
Thanks for that.  

Martina
Now people speak with their bodies as well as their
voices and I was wondering if you could tighten the
body language and use more precise active verbs? I
think you could replace ‘Waving my hand along’
with something more simple and direct like ‘I point’
and again maybe replace, ‘Shaking her head, sadly,
anxiously’ with ‘She shakes her head.’ You don’t
need those abstract adverbs, ‘sadly, anxiously’
because you’re showing it so beautifully in what she
actually says. The adverbs weaken the power.

Anon
Yes, I agree with both suggestions, the poem does
benefit from being more direct. The abstract
adverbs do distract from what she is saying.

Martina
And this brings me to the final cut, I think you
could lose the last line, it’s steering close to cliché
again and it’s an abstraction which takes from your
final devastating image, the sheer drop into that
‘wild sea’ which is so effective.

Anon
Once again I agree.  

Martina
Poems live and die on their conflict, the stronger
the twist or the torque, the more it flies. The

suggestions I’ve made are minor but I think that
they will tighten your beautiful torque. I’ve really
enjoyed working with  ‘One Woman’s Sardine is
Another’s Poison’. Thank you again for trusting me
with this funny and powerful tribute to a very
special relationship.

Anon
Thank you for your very helpful feedback. I think
the poem benefits from the edits you suggested. It is
a poem I didn’t feel was fully finished but couldn’t
work out how it finish it.

I recognise my own tendency to over-explain and
find myselftripping over my own enthusiasm.

OneWoman’s Sardine is Another’s Poison
(Our last journey together)

The Ros a’ Mhíl to Cill Ronan ferry
rolls with the swell
Mum, delighted, sways with the waves
her lunch box, tea flask and halfnaggin
spread on the table.
What a manifestation ofnature,
God’s powerful hand rocking us like a cradle.
Sardines, whiskey and diesel fumes
mingle with the thick, stale air ofthe galley.
My stomach churns,
hot waves rise, engulfmy head
I run on deck, cling to the railing.
Drenched in sea spray
rivulets ofsalt water pouring down my face,
my belly settles.

Next day Mum’s fragile feet negotiate
the karst pathway to Dún Aengus.
She stops frequently to catch her breath.
I point to the blue line ofthe horizon.
Imagine this fort was built 5,000 years ago
by our druid ancestors, to worship their sun god.
They saw, as we do now,
the creamy sun fall, turn red
and for a fleetingmoment set the sea ablaze
before disappearing into the grey Atlantic.
As they made their sacrifices
they saw these same waves
beat and sculpt this cliffface
eroding sea stacks and blow holes.

She shakes her head.
Why do you bringme to these queer lonely places,
dangerous places, with grey stones piled high on each other
where any sort ofvillain could lurk,
and drop bodies over the sheer cliffs into the wild sea?



Marie Cadden
It’s All in the Nipples
(rant ofan old feminist)

At your age, my dears,
we were braless and brave,
did more than our bit for equality,
 
took pride in our bodies,
wore natural curves
and swore that we’d fake it for nobody.
 
But for what did we fight?
Not a nipple in sight!
You’re just cleavages up to your chins!
 
Have you all lost the plot?
Unharness the lot – let them
hang down in honesty, sisters!
 
Hard-won privilege flouted,
tits shaming the cause.
Are ye women or fantasy dolls?
 
35 years ago, unlike you totty lot,
the nipples you saw
were the breasts wot you got!

Marie Cadden, co-editor ofSkylight 47, author ofThe Gyaecologist in the Jacuzzi, Salmon Poetry, 2016 and editor ofBosoms Pals, Doire Press 2017. Rest In Peace.




